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Editor's Note
I appreciate the constructive comments readers of the
newsletter have made regarding the changes in format and design
introduced in Nos. 37 and 38. The goal of the publication staff is
to make reading The Pnier Newsletter both informative and visually
enjoyable. Based on readers' comments, I have decided not to
include as many images as I did in No. 38. Readers have also
commented on the consonance of image and text; I have attempted to make certain tha t I have such thematic continuity in
this issue. Please let me know your response to this issue and
please continue to comment on every facet of the newsletter.
I would like to thank Baylor University for enabling me to
maintain an agency account for the newsletter and the Department of English for absorbing mailing costs. I especially want to
thank Leigh Ann Marshall of the Information Technology Center
at Baylor for her technical assistance in creating a Pagemaker
format and Designer Club clipart for the newsletter and Kim
Lasyone for her assistance in creating mailing labels.
The Latin statement in the emblem is a headnote to Chapter III of
Marills: "Lord, I love [or have loved] the habitation of thy house"Psalm 26:8.
Jay Losey
Baylor University
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Pater News
International WaIter Pater Conference

"Reading Pater at the Millennium"
The conference will take place from 28-30 July 2000 at Christ
Church College, Oxford, UK. Program Chair is Carolyn Williams
and Local Arrangements Chair, Laurel Brake.

Suggested Session Topics
• Pater's Lives
• Paterian Genres
• Pater, Gender, and Sexuality
• Paterian Politics
• Pater and the Profession of Letters
• Pater and Europe (France, Italy, Germany)
• Pater's Englishness
• Pater and Religion
• Pater and Popular Culture
• Pater and the Visual Arts
• Pater and Contemporary Critical Theory
• Romanticism, Modernism, Postmodernism: Pater and
Periodization
.Pater's Stylistic Strategies and Techniques in Specific Works
• Pater and Classical Antiquity
• Pater and Architecture
• Pater's Archaeologies
• Pater and (his) Others

6
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Abstracts should be 750-1000 words in length and shou ld be
s ubmitted by 1 February 2000 to Carolyn Williams at the follow ing address:
CCACC-Center for the Critical Analysis of Contemporary Cul ture
Rutgers University
8 Bishop Place
New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA 08903
e-mail csw@compuserve.com
lel 732-932-8426
fax 732-932-8683

Inquiries regard ing registration and accommodations should be
directed to Laurel Brake at the following address:
Centre for Extra-mural Studies
Birkbeck College
26 Russell Square
London, UK WCIB 5DQ
e-mai/l.brake@cems.bbk.ac.uk
te/44-171-254-7337
fax 44-171-631-6688

Round Table: Pater Scholars' Views of John Sparrow
John Lowe in The Warden: A Portrait of John Sparrow (listed in
"Recent Publications") mentions that John Sparrow was a major
collector of manuscripts and books by
Pater and books owned by Pater, and
that he bequeathed his collection to
Brasenose College, Oxford, but he gives
no idea of what it was like for scholars
interested in Pater to gain access to Mr.
Sparrow's library in The Warden's
Lodgings at All Souls College or in his
retirement home, Beechwood House, in
Iffley. These scholars and others may
also have impressions of Mr. Sparrow
from hearing him talk at the first international Pater conference, at Brasenose College in 1980, and
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in other settings. We invite any of you who have personal reminiscences of John Sparrow to contribute to the "Round Table."
Send your contribution to Jay Losey on disk, with printout, by 1
May 2000 for inclusion in Tile Pater Newsletter No. 40.

Book Reviews
Review of Tom Stoppard, Tlte Invention of Love, Second Edition (New York: Grove Press, 1998). Pp. I-viii + 102. $11.00.
Invention
Concepts that once would have been said to emerge from
the past, their origins in doubt, and to evolve over time are now
said to have been invented. The past two yea rs have seen the
publica tion of David Sices' transla tion of Tlte Invention of Literary
Subjectivity, by Michel Zink; The Scottish Invention of English Literature, edited by Robert Crawford; The In vention of Autonomy: A
History of Modern Moral Philosophy, by Jerome B. Schneewind;
Shakespeare: The Invention of the Human, by Harold Bloom; Janet
Lloyd's translation of The In vention of Literatu re,from Greek Intoxication to the Latin Book, by Florence Dupont. One suspects that the
popular Invention draws its cogency from out-of-fashion definition-if " the Human" is defined in a certain way, Shakespeare may
be said to have invented it.
And so it is with love in Stoppard's play. What it mea ns to
invent love d epends upon who is speaking and how he d efines
love. According to Wilde, one of Stoppard's characters, before one
can invent love, one must invent the loved one, as he invented the
Bosie who was lovable. The boy's beauty stirred his power of
invention. '''We would never love anybody if we could see past
our invention. Bosie is my creation, my poem. In the mirror of
invention, love discovered itself. Then we saw what we had
made-the piece of ice in the fi st you cannot hold or let go.' (He
weeps.)" (95). AEH (Stoppard's Housman in old age and after
d eath) has already told us, "Love, said Sophocles in [The Loves of
Achilles1is like the ice held in the hand by children. A piece of ice
held fast in the fi st" (43). According to AEH, Ga llus invented the
love elegy. Housman at twenty-one, engaged in his second
8
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"Socratic dialogue" with AEH, agrees. He knows that Propertius
had said, "And lately how many wounds has Callus bathed in the
waters of the Underworld, dead for love of beautiful Lycoris!" For
young Housman, a few Latin poets-"Real people in real love"invented "the love poem comp lete, love as it really is." He adds:
"a nd it all happened in such a short span. As if all the poetry till
then had to pass through a bottleneck where a handful of poets
were waiting to see what could be done with it" (99). AEH repl ies: "Oh, yes, there'd been songs . .. valentines-mostly in Creek,
often charming ... but the self-advertisement of farce and folly,
love as abject slavery and all-out war- madness, disease, the whole
ca tastrophe owned up to and written in the metre-no; that was
new" (99). According to Pollard (one of Housman's friends),
Catullus "invented the love poem" (13).
Stoppard invented this play, but in what sense? He didn't
invent the characters (with one exception), most of their experiences, attitudes, and ideas. He found them, Charon and
Bunthorne apart, in biographical accounts of late nineteenthcentury writers and in their works. Housman/ AEH and the main
characters associated with him, Moses Jackson and Alfred Pollard,
and the foil to Housman/ AEH, Oscar Wilde, are all faithfully
rendered from sources, even in small, ironic details. For example,
one of the statutes at St. John's College that Housman and other
students were supposed to obey really was 110t "to trundle a
hoop," and while working in the Trade Marks Registry of the
Patent Office, Housman actua lly did receive an application relating to "Dr. Scott's Electric Corset." All references to members of
Housman's family, colleagues, and fellow scholars, including J. P.
Postgate, are reliable. W. T. Stead, Henry Labouchere, and Frank
Harris are not likely to have sat down together to discuss Oscar
Wilde, but statements made by the characters bearing their names
ring true. Even the characters who are comically caricaturedMark Pattison, John Ruskin, Benjamin Jowett, Robinson Ellis,
Waiter Pater, and the Balliol Student-are not bent very much out
of shape. (Poor William Money Hardinge! His name, as far as his
writings are concerned .. was "writ in water," and he is not named
in the play.) The Ba lliol Student is given a good line, though.
Pater expresses to him that opinion of his so often quoted-"But
why do you always write poetry? Why don't you write prose?
Prose is so much more difficult." He replies: "No one has written
Fall 1999
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the poetry I wish to write, Mr Pater, but you have already written
the prose" (9). The one fictional character, in name at least (some
of the decisions at the Trade Marks Registry attributed to him
were made by someone) is Chamberlain, who, according to AEH,
will never die but will become "a sort of footnote" (91).
On the subject of invention in the play, we might apply
Pater's statement about Plato's dialogues: "Nothing but the lifegiving principle of cohesion is new; the new perspective, the
resultant complexion, the expressiveness which familiar thoughts
attain by novel juxtaposition. In other words, the form is new"
(Plato and Platonism, Library Edition, Macmillan, 1910, 8). However, in this play, some of the key elements of the form are not
new, only newly applied; but this subject will be discussed later.
The form depends in part, of course, upon omission, or selection.
Matthew Arnold, who had a stronger influence upon A. E.
Housman as a thinker and a poet than any other nineteenthcentury writer, is not mentioned. The reason seems clear:
Housman's development as a thinker and a poet is not one of
Stoppard's subjects in the play. Ruskin, Pater, the Balliol Student,
Jowett, Wilde, and all the writers related to Wilde's fate are included because they do relate to one of Stoppard's subjects,
homosexuality and its relation to aestheticism in England in the
late nineteenth century. All of Housman's poems that are quoted
from- by Chamberlain, Wilde, and AEH-relate to this subject.
Even on the subject of Housman's homosexuality, however,
Stoppard is selective, concentrating on his unrequited love for
Moses Jackson, not mentioning his fulfilled relationship with
Andrea, a Venetian gondolier, or his exploits in the demimonde of
Paris. Stoppard had made a formal decision to let the characters
represent themselves, and AEH only hints at such homosexual
activity (95) as Housman the man did (although he left some more
precise records to be found after his death). Omission helps to
shape the second subject crucial to A. E. Housman's life and
Stoppard's play also, the pursuit of truth though textual criticism.
There is only a passing reference to Housman's greatest achievements, the edition of the Astronomica of Manilius, dedicated to
Moses Jackson, and his edition of the poetry of Lucan. However,
much attention is given to his work on Propertius, most of which
was not published, and which, as Postgate and later scholars have
recognized, is not as reliable as Housman's other textual work.
10
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The reason for this emphasis is that editing Propertills was a
passion of the younger Housman, who is the ma in concern of the
play, even though he is often set into perspective by AEH.
One of the crucial borrowed elements of the form is the
voyage across the Styx, made by AEH and Wilde, at different
times, although instead of landing in the Underworld, AEH is
deposited by Charon in Elysillm (the Oxford of his youth). The
second borrowed element of form is the motif of three men in a
boat, with a dog, which Stoppard, more obliging than Pater in
regard to sources, tells the audience, through AEH, was inspired
by Jerome K. Jerome's Three Men in a Boat, to Say Noth ing of the Dog
(which Stoppard had ea rli er adapted for television). The early
scene of the three Oxford students in a boat, Housman holding the
d og while Jackson rows and Pollard criticizes, seems the one
experience of Housman and his fri ends in the play that did not
happen in life; but references to it later mark it as the time that
Housman fell in love with Jackson, and there are poignant references to it in the scene in which Housman confesses his love to
Jackson. Near the end of the play the motif comes closer to its
source as one of the men in the boat is Jerome himself (I in the
novel), another is Frank Harris (rather than the William Samuel
Harris of the novel), and the third is Chamberlain, related to
George in the novel by his "loud blazer" and his banjo. When
these three approach Reading, however, they don't think of the
Danes, who launched their invasion of Wessex from there, as
Jerome did in 1889, but of Oscar Wilde in prison, in 1896.
One of the formal elements more typical of Stoppard is the
pairing of characters with different views on the subjects being
explored. Pattison and Jowelt are opposite on the significance of
education at Oxford; Jowett and Ruskin, on modernization;
Ruskin and Pater, on art, the Middle Ages, and the Italian Renaissance; Pater and Jowett, on how the Balliol Student should be
treated; and, more importantly (because more extensively developed), Jowett and Housman / AEH on whether a good editor can
"be the first person in thousands of years to read the verse [or
other text) as it was written" (56). Stoppard gives Jowett a long,
vivid speech about why it was impossible to know what Catullus
really wrote, which ends: " . . . what Catullus really wrote passed
from scribe to scribe, this one drunk, that one sleepy, another
without scruple, and of those sober, wide-awake and scrupulous,
Fall 1999
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some ignorant of Latin and some, even worse, fancying themselves better Latinists than Ca tullus-until!- finally and at long
last- mangled and tattered like a dog that has fought its way
home, there falls across the threshold of the Italian Renaissa nce
the sole surviving witness to thirty generations of carelessness and
stupidity: Verona Codex of Ca tullus ... " (24). But Stoppard has the
ability to build a persuasive counter case through the statements
of Housman and AEH. Richard Perceval Graves, Housman's best
biographer, has said of textual scholarship as conceived by
Housman: "It demanded not only a first-cl ass command of the
ancient languages, but also an imaginative sympathy with the
dead author, and a sensitive understanding of his style of writing
and the vocabulary which he would have used " (A. E. HOllsma n:
The Scholar-Poet, 1979, 47). In Stoppard's play as in real life,
Housman thought Jowett had two strikes against him as a textual
scholar: his knowledge of Greek was insufficient and his desire to
know what an ancient author really said was weaker than his
desire to use an ancient author for the education of young Englishmen. Stoppard takes the time to let AEH d em onstrate that
recognizing an erroneous comma and knowing which words
Catullus would have capitalized really could make sense of a line
in his "The Marriage of Peleus and Thetis" that had been nonsense
for centuries (37). AEH calls this, "A small victory over ignorance
and error. A scrap of knowledge to add to our stock" (38); and he
thinks that knowledge is good just because it is knowledge, the
only truth there is: "Useless knowledge for its own sake ... ,
which is only to shine some light, it doesn't matter where on what,
it's the light itself, against the darkness, it's what's left of God 's
purpose when you take away God" (71).
Another important pair, Housman/ AEH and Wilde, figure
as opposites, not so much to provide different views on a topic, as
to illustrate different ways of being as homosexuals: in the context
of the same prohibitive English law and ambivalent cultural
milieu, they crea te different "monuments," each following the
demands of his unique personality. AEH, who has chafed under
English law, sees Wilde's trials and imprisonment as "a terrible
thing," and he has been inspired by it to write several anguished
poems. But Stoppard's Wilde (although he often weeps) does not
accept AEH's sympathy. He makes a vivid speech containing the
memorable line: "Better a fallen rocket than never a burst of light"
12
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(96). And he add resses AEH directly: "Your ' honour ' is all shame
and timidity and compliance. Pure of sta in! But the artist is the
secret criminal in our midst. He is the agent of p rogress against
authority. You a re right to be a scholar. A scholar is a ll scruple, an
artist is none. The artist must lie, chea t, deceive, be untrue to
nature and contemptuous of history. I made my life into my art
and it was an unqualified success" (96). But Housman/ AEH has
managed to be both scholar and artist-and both lover and sufferer.
No cha nge in a law, no resistance to authority cou ld have given
him a life with Moses Jackson. " He would not stay for me; and
who can wonder? / He would not stay for me to stand and gaze./
I shook his hand and tore my heart in sunder / And went with half
my life about my ways" (78).
Among the other elements of form in The Invention of Love
a re illuminating juxtapositions; nea r-refrains (such as "I was
eighteen when I came up to Oxford"); recurring motifs, with
variations (such as the view from "Mount Pisgah," in
Worchestershire, and the Sacred Band of Thebes, the soldier-lovers
w ho died together at Chaeronea); recurring Biblical and classical
allusions, especially to embellish themes of comradeship and loss;
flashba cks; transitions by word association; sudden shifts from
one time frame to another and one set of characters to anotherwith wit throughout. Yet, with a ll this, there is a neat chronologica l o rder of events overall, which is especially apparent in Act I1-a
dozen scenes, each presenting an event that can be dated and all
in chronological order except the final dialogue between
Housman and AEH.
The In ven tion of Love probably will not ultimately be ranked
as one of Stoppard's best plays. To m e, it does not have the dramatic tension of Arcadia and is not as ingenious as Travesties and
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead; and although I have not yet
seen the play performed, I wonder whether the boat motif can be
effective. In spite of all that, however, this will be many a scholarcritic's favorite Stoppard play. It is bound to be fascinating
throughout for all who resea rch and critique that time in English
history when the central questions rela ted to art (including literature), publication, sexuality, religion, philosophy, economic success, class distinctions, conformity and nonconformity, not to
mention England's leadership in the world, were inseparable from
the phenomenon of classical education.
Fall 1999
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The In ven tion of Love, which "opened at the Cottesloe
Theatre, Roya l National Theatre, London, on 25 Sep tember 1997"
(from the heading of the Cast of Characters), will be presented
January 6-February 13, 2000, by the American Conservatory
Thea ter in San Francisco (Box Office: 415-749-2228), and February
9-March 12, 2000, by the Wilma Theater in Philadelphia (Box
Office: 215-546-7824).
Billie Andrew Inman
University of Arizona
Review of Perelllliai Decay: On the Aestlzetics alld Politics of
Decadence, edited by Liz Constable, Dennis Denisoff, and
Matthew Potolsky (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1999). Pp. 320. $19.95
Illusory Decay
It has become a common profession of taste to suggest that
a source of the fascination with the aesthetics of decadence lies in
its intermingling of an excess faith in the premium of art, with the
heights and d epths of social transgression . Images of sloth,
perversity, luxury, and criminality pervade the imagination as
indications of its impending degeneration, as well as of its fantastic superfluity. Indeed, perhaps more than a ny other cultural
phenomena, d ecad ence as a period, an aesthetics, a pose, and a
bias, evokes and invokes the limits of acceptability as a puissance
of its own art, and it is these limits that the editors of Perennial
Decay have chosen to illuminate and exa mine. Their concise
introduction points out that while transgression is a central preoccupation of decadent art and literature, the desire to annul discipline and explore art's subversive capacities has been almost
deadened over the years by various critical pressures that have
read decadence with, rather than through, its own metaphors.
Critical understanding has come to superficially accept the apparent misery and decay that pervades decadent representations.
This acceptance has compromised our read ing of a tradition of art
and litera ture by simply reflecting, rather than evaluating, what
are potentially complex themes, tropes, and characterizations that
range beyond their most immediate meanings and settings.
14
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The editors see k to redress the balance by questioning such
an act of transference, and reappraising decadence as a discourse
with valuable political and aesthetic positions, ones not easily
consigned to the graves of esca pism and marginality. Decadence
is more than what its surfaces imply: it rather deploys a variety of
textual strategies that "interfere with the bOlmdaries and borders
(national, sexual, d efinitional, historical, to name but a few)" that
structure critical thought (11). Even more, decadence manifests a
subversive appeal for entropy, a quality finely nuanced throughout the writings of Pater (the subject of two essays in this collection) as an "inversion of homesickness," or more famously, "the
sense of death and the desire of
beauty: the desire of beauty quickened by the sense of death" (" Aesthetic Poetry"). Though a radically
different enterprise for someone
like Huysmans or Rops, Pater's
custom of seeing persons, places,
things, and human thought itself as
potentially on the verge of extinction, serves to discover passion and
profound significance in loss. The
sense and experience of the world's
brevity is vividly compelling because it dissolves all usurping,
materialistic aspirations, all critical
forms of mastery imposed upon
society-acts which constitute the
height of offense for Pater. In this
sense, Perennial Decay offers helpful
insights into criticism's role in the dissemination of decadent
aesthetics, as well as into the issues behind the various forms of
disruption that are part and parcel of decadent art.
At times, however, the sense of its own limitations, as well
as the limitlessness of its subject matter, weakens the volume.
That the individual essays in Perennial Decay address "the long
underappreciated aesthetic and political complexity of decadent
cultural phenomena " is clea r, but their broad enquiries into the
strategies of decadent writing often turn the subject of the "perennial decay" of boundaries into a mobile term encompassing any
Fall 1999
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type of cultural, political, and artistic destabilization (21). It is
thus difficult to consider what is peculiarly decadent about the
undermining of boundaries, and why such a project is specific to
our appreciation of late nineteenth-century art and literature. For
example, a similar case could be mounted for the British Romantic
period, which itself developed as a volatile fin-de-siec1e response to
conservative controversies surrounding the French Revolution.
This being said, the editors are aware of the broadness of
their task, and their introduction clearly encapsulates the concerns
circulating throughout the volume. They chart the reception of
the term "decadence," along with all its charges of exoticism and
Francophilia, and suggest that the definition of decadence came to
correspond not only to fears regarding alterity, but also to a
potential contagion lurking within the growing legend of
selfhood. Decadence thus emerged as both an indictment and a
defence against disruptions already imbedded in the cultural and
psychic fabric of society. The many forms of indulgence that have
traditionally constructed decadence-aesthetic, sexual, financial,
appetitive-all contribute hues to the portrait of Dorian Gray,
which stands for more than a symbol of one writer's sexual
marginalization: it registers an entire culture's anxieties over its
own excesses and failures.
The collection is comprised of fifteen essays divided into
four sections. The opening essays that fall under the rubric "Defining Decadence" seek theoretically to isolate the peculiarity of
decadent aesthetics. In "Decadent Paradoxes," Michael Riffaterre
suggests that paradox is the central trope of decadent writing,
thereby emphasizing a textual strategy of reading which perceives
decadence in terms of a linguistic turn. The essay by Charles
Bernheimer, "Unknowing Decadence," offers perhaps the
volume's most sophisticated examination of the decadent subject.
His careful readings of Fla ubert, Zola, and Wilde describe a
scepticism within decadence that questions the various discourses
of normalcy that are culturally imposed upon the decadent subject. Both essays have the virtue of historicizing the matter of
decadent aesthetics and offer ways of conceiving decadence as
more than merely a delinquent theme surfacing throughout
literary history.
In the second section, "Visualizing Decadence," Dennis
Denisoff's essay "Posing a Threat: Queensberry, Wilde, and the
16
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Portrayal of Decadence," notably stands out. His enquiry into the
discourses surrounding Victorian portraiture suggests how figures
like the Marquess and Wilde were involved in a struggle between
rival forms of social posture. Denisoff argues that Wilde destabiIized genealogical d iscourses surrounding the portrait by suggesting that as an aesthetic effect, portraiture can become a metaphor
for a self-described, as opposed to an inherited, identity, an argument that more importantly affirms gay Iiberation 1against
heteronormativity. In contrast, David Wayne Thomas' essay on
Peter Greenaway's film The Cook, tile Thief, His Wife & Her Lover
is an example of the problem in this volume with describing the
decadent strategies of "perennial decay." Thomas awkwardly
reads Greenaway's masterpiece as a critique that "turns on the
mutual involvement of two terms, language and history" (101), but
his writing is laboriously engrossed with its own theoretical
apparatuses. Although claiming that his argument contributes to
discourses of history specific to decadence, Thomas remains
abstract and aloof. He seems completely oblivious, for example,
of the texture of the cinematic work, which both absorbs and
radiates decadent allusions to Greenaway's French precursor,
Alain Resnais.
The section on "Identifications of Decadence and Decadent
Identities" offers essays which illustrate and evaluate constructions of the decadent subject as a disreputable foreign body. Most
notable are Melanie Hawthorne's " 'Comment Peut-on Etre
Homosexuel?': Multinational (In)Corporation and the Frenchness
of Salome," and Hema Chari's "Imperial Dependency, Addiction,
and the Decadent Body." The final section, "Decadence, History,
and the Politics of Language," contains two essays on Waiter Pater
which deal specifically with the textures of his writing, and how
the movements of his prose define a decadent style at odds with
the dominant aesthetics of both his period and ours. Matthew
Potolsky's "Pale Imitations: Waiter Pater's Decadent Historiography" is the best piece in the volume, and it seeks to redescribe the
techniques of imitation in Pater's story" Apollo in Picardy."
Potolsky wonderfully brings out the "resignifying" qualities
inherent in the act of imitation: rather than simply affirm a prior
model, thereby lending authority to the past, imitation can alter
the form the "original" takes by "[highlighting] the possibility that
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the sa me text, the same event, the same material trace, can serve
radica lly different aims in radi ca lly different artistic, political, or
cultural contexts" (238). Potolsky interprets" Apollo in Picardy"
as both practicing and thematizing imitation in order to elucidate,
through Pater's endless aesthetic refinements, the political expediency of mimesis. My only contention lies with the conclusion,
where Potolsky, in order to counter the melancholy of the story's
ending, seizes upon an allusion to the French Revolution in the
text and hastily suggests that the destabilizing interpretative
practices of the Revolution are evoked by Pater as signals that he
was subversively rendering the narrator 's reading of the Prior's
text as "one among many others that the story allows" (251).
The other essay on Pater, Sharon Bassett's " 'Golden
Mediocrity': Pater's Marcus Aurelius and the Making of Decadence, " reads Pater's portrait of Marcus Aurelius in Marius the
Epicurean as undercutting the values of certainty and moral propriety bestowed upon the emperor by contemporary Victorian
thought. Bassett connects the colorful qualities of the "golden"
with Pater's emphasis on the sense of relativism and indeterminacy when it comes to the spurious work of isolating "truth" in art
and literature. But her procedures often gesture beyond themselves without a clear attempt at self-explanation, as in her closing
reference to Derrida, which seems like a critical sleight-of-hand
that perfunctorily tries to account for Paterian aesthetics. Finally,
the volume's concl uding essay, " 'Ce Bazar Intellectuel': Maurice
Barn's, Decadent Masters, and Nationalist Pupils" by Liz Constable, is a rigorous and stimulating exploration of how Bam~s'
crude misread ings of Baudelaire combine and distort politics with
aesthetics in order to lend coherence to a right wing, nationalist
rhetoric.
Though uneven, Perennial Decay serves a unique purpose
in positioning itself as a recent attempt to revise and animate an
aesthetic sensibility that has been handicapped (at worst even
betrayed) by the limitations of its own critical reception. If the
intentions of the volume at times share an anxiety over the general
and particular concerns of its subject matter, perhaps such problems are indica tive of an ongoing reinvention within criticism
itself in the light of the art that it solicits. What this book most
richly affirms is that the illusion of a pereIUlial decay, repeatedly

18
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depicted throughout history, sensuously evokes ou r need perpetually to reinvent ourselves out of our own divestitures, a splendor
more satisfying than the false images of a pale wholeness and
recovery.
Jacques Khalip
Duke Universi ty

Recent Publications
Compiled by Billie Andrew Inman and Annotated
by Bonnie J. Robinson

Books
Bloom, C live, ed. Gothic Horror: A Reader's Guide from Poe to King
and Beyond. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998. (Introduction and thirty-two extracts from commentary on horror
and other eccentric subjects, including an extract from
Pater's "Leonardo da Vinci" concerning Leonardo's grotesques, clairvoyance, beauty and terror in dreamlike
endeavors, etc., ending with the piece on La Gioconda
[pages 81-84, 87, 97-99 in Donald Hill's edition of The
Renaissance].)
Dellamora, Richard, ed. Victorian Sexual Dissidence. Chicago/
London: University of Chicago Press, 1999. (Introduction
and twelve essays on homosexual and lesbian subjects;
Pater mentioned in seven of the essays, mainly for influence on another author, most prominently for influence on
"Michael Field," in Yopie Prins's "Greek Maenads, Victorian Spinsters," annotated below.)
Fall 1999
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Gross, John, ed. The New Oxford Book of English Prose. Oxford/
New York: Oxford University Press, 1998. (Contains
snippets of fiction and nonfiction written in the English
language by 505 writers-British, Indian, American, etc.from Sir Thomas Malory to Kazuo Isheguro, including the
La Giocollda passage from Pater's "Leonardo da Vinci" and
an excerpt from his "The Child in the House.")
Lowe, John. The Warden: A Portrait of John Sparrow. London:
Harper Coli ins Publishers, 1998. (Chosen by John Sparrow
as his official biographer in 1988, John Lowe has engagingly covered all the stages of Mr. Sparrow's life, but has
not described his dealings with Paterian scholars.)
Mundhenk, Rosemary j., and LuAnn McCracken Fletcher, eds.
Victorian Prose: An AnthologJ). New York: Columbia University Press, 1999. (This is a textbook for courses in Victorian
themes, containing selections from the writings of 29 men,
including Pater, and 18 women, plus a selection from
Punch. The flyer for the book states that it "juxtaposes
classic texts [but not entire essays] and canonical writers
with more obscure writings and authors in order to illuminate important debates in nineteenth-century Britain.")
Tigges, Wim, ed. Moments of Moment: Aspects of the Literary
Epiphany. DQR Studies in Literature 25. Amsterdam/
Atlanta, GA: Editions Rodopi B. v., 1999. (Essays on
exponents of the literary epiphany from Ann Radcliffe to
twentieth-century poets; Pater passim; essays by Wim
Tigges and Jay Losey annotated below.)
Tucker, Herbert E, ed. A Companion to Victorian Literature and
Culture. Oxford/ Maiden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999.
(Introduction and twenty-nine essays on various aspects of
Victorian culture as seen, mainly, by current professors of
English. Titles of the five parts of the book are "History in
Focus," "Passages of Life," "Walks of Life," "Kinds of
Writing," and "Borders." Of the eleven "walks of life" to
which essays are devoted, " Being an Author" and "Being
20
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an Artist" are nol included. Pater and other authors appear in the text when they relate to a theme being developed.)

Essays
Agnew, Lois. "Vernon Lee and the Victorian Aesthetic Movement:
'Feminine Souls' and Shifting Sites of Contest." NineteenthCentury Prose 26 (Fall 1999), 127-142. Agnew posits that
aesthetic rhetoric displaces "feminine" discourse of the
private sphere in that it "intended to promote social
stability" rather than to move "an audience to act on
specific juridical and political matters" (127). Such displacement suggests to Agnew that language use is not
"biologically determined" (127). Arguments that accept
such biological determinism, Agnew writes, overlook its
effect on women who have, through agonistic rhetoric,
through division of private and public discourse, been
silenced. Therefore Agnew contends that a close attention
to the "history of rhetoric, including rhetorical practices
during the Victorian era" allows us to recognize "the way
in which particular methods of using language reflect the
options that have been made available to each gender"
(J 28). The nineteenth-century move toward using rhetoric
to counter agonistic, "masculine" rhetoric used in public
debate formed a "feminine culture ... inhabited almost
entirely by men" (131). Professional women writers then
paradoxically balanced externally-constructed femininity
with the now masculinized act of expressing themselves.
Agnew claims that Vernon Lee exemplifies this" conflict"
(131). Lee espouses aesthetic beliefs comparable to Waiter
Pater's, for instance, emphasizing the contemplation of art
over action, accepting art's self-realizing power for the
individual. Yet her style, unlike Pater's, is strident, rude.
This difference in style, Agnew contends, explains Lee's
relative obscurity today, despite her being "one of the few
women associated with the aesthetic movement" (132).
Lee also distinguishes herself from Pater in declaiming
art's '''ennobling quality' ('Art and Life' 684)" (134). And
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unlike Pater, Lee, being a woman, cannot confidently
accept the idea that "aesthetic experience promises complete personal freedom to everyone" (135)-thus, her
aggressive use of language within the "private realm of
aestheticism" (136).
Albrecht, Thomas. "Aesthetic and Rhetoric in Swinburne's Aesthetic Criticism." Nineteenth-Century Prose 26 (Spring
1999),81-99. Albrecht addresses the relationship of
Swinburne's aestheticism to rhetoric, concluding that
Swinburne's art criticism "implicitly questions the autonomy of the aesthetic from rhetoric" (81). His "Notes on
Designs of the Old Masters at Florence" particularly
influenced Pater's impressionistic aesthetic criticism.
Albrecht contends that this piece of art criticism is important not only as a "foundational work" in aesthetic, particularly Paterian, criticism. It also suggests the" critical
issue ... [of] how an intra textual aesthetic referent compels
us to reconsider the way we understand aestheticism
through the figures of perception and the perceptive critic"
(83). [n other words, it "questions the aesthetic/rhetoric
relations" (83). He exemplifies this point through
Swinburne's description of Michelangelo's portrait of an
"evil" woman. By using serpent metaphors-serpentine
plaits of hair-in this description, Swinburne "complicates
[the] figurative relationship between seeing a picture and
reading a text" (89), as he "breaks down the
interpretation's structuring oppositions of innocent ornaments versus evil flesh" (89). Since it uses metaphor to
describe metaphor, Swinburne's description, according to
Albrecht, is as much rhetorical as aesthetic.
Bullen, J. B. "Pater, Mill, Mansel and the Context of the Conclusion to The Renaissance." Nineteenth-Century Contexts 21, i
(1999),1-15. This essay explores the philosophical context
for the "Conclusion" to Waiter Pater's The Renaissance in
the light of more "local effects and influences" than those
that either Billie Inman or Carolyn Williams consider in
their studies of this text (2). In order to answer such
questions as " ... how does art, the most graphic record of
22
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sentient experience, enable us to reflect more clearly upon
it?" (2), Pater reviews what '''modern philosophy' has to
say about the nature of consciousness" (2). Both J. H.
Mansel's Bampton lectures of 1858, The Limits of Religious
Thought, and J. S. Mill's An Examillation of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy, had stirred up contemporary interest
on this question. Mansel posited that the human mind
could neither conceive of nor recognize God within the
phenomenal world. Mill, on the other hand, stressed the
relativity of knowledge, whereby an object's significance
rests in the impressions which it evokes in our senses.
Understanding of God thus depends upon sensory impressions. Pater considers the consciousness shaped by impressions, too. However, the impressions that matter most
relate not to God but to art: " ... it is not God which gives
meaning and definition to our conscious life, it is, instead,
the 'quickened, multiplied consciousness: ... achieved
through the contemplation of works of art" (8). According
to Bullen, Pater pursues the implications of this attitude to
consciousness in his essay on Morris: "He interprets
Morris's style as two independent mental states, each of
which he expresses as a relationship between the mind and
the economy and the erotics of the sentient body" (9).
These states compare well with the minds of Renaissance
artists who also embrace "'the body of nature for its own
sake'" (10). For the Renaissance, as Bullen states, "is not a
period" but a "state of consciousness" (10). So, for Bullen,
The Renaissance continues the" debate about the status of
consciousness" begun by Mansel and Mill (10).
Co]]ey, Ann C. "Rooms Without Mirrors: The Childhood Interiors
of Ruskin, Pater, and Stevenson." Chapter 6 in her Nostalgia and Recollection in Victorian Culture. London: Macmillan
Press, Ltd./ New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998. Pp. 124153. Colley posits that autobiographical writing about
childhood spaces, "the rooms of home," attempts "to
describe these interiors and repossess [these spaces)
through their words" (124). She notes how "a consciousness of one's physical being defines the sense of one's
surroundings," adding: "Bodies, not objects, structure the
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spaces of home" (124). Consequently, in
writing of rooms, artists are also
writing of themselves as children,
seeing" wha t once had no need to
be seen" (125). Her essay delineates this recovery in the autobiographical texts of Ruskin, Pater,
and Stevenson: "Ruskin's speaks
of the invisible body; Pater's of
the aesthetic body; and
Stevenson's of the ubiquitous
body" (125). According to Colley,
Pater's sensuality conjoins the
outside and the inside of the
house (and of himself). The rooms of Florian's house, for
instance, "are gatherings of impressions. . .. In this
matmer, the child's body and the rooms of home engage in
an exchange- ... each passes into the condition of the
other" (133). As the windows, flowers, insects evoke
impressions, so these impressions define these objects,
their space, conflate body /house, conjoin matter / form.
Colley points out that the one household object that
Ruskin, Pater, and Stevenson do not describe is the mirror,
for they do not "require its integrating attendance" (138).
Donoghue,Denis. "The Antinomian Pater." Chapter 12 in his The
Practice of Reading. New Haven/ London: Yale University
Press,1998. Pp. 205-221. A reprint, with a few minor
revisions, of "The Antinomian Pater: 1894-1994," Comparative Criticism 17 (1995),1-19; listed and annotated in The
Pater Newsletter, No. 32 (Winter 1995),20.
Doylen, Michael R. "Oscar Wilde's De Profundis: Homosexual
Self-Fashioning on the Other Side of Scandal." Victorian
Literature and Culture (Special Issue on Victorian Studies
and Cultural Studies, ed. Carolyn Williams) 27, ii (1999),
547-566. Doylen contends that De Profllndis continues
Wilde's self-realization, "self-fashioning" (547). He
counters critics, such as Jonathan Dollimore, who see De
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Proful1dis as Wilde's conforming to social norms. And he
agrees with critics, like William F. Buckler, who believe that
the letter allows Wilde to realize himself imaginatively.
Doylen, though, extends these views into Wilde's acknowledging his homosexuality at the same time as he refuses to
be defined as a homosexual alone. Doylen distinguishes
Wilde's effort from Foucault's twentieth-century "technology of power" through sexuality, placing him rather with
WaIter Pater and J. A. Symonds. Pater turned to the Greek
ideal of self-fashioning,
of fashioning the self into a work
,
of art. Such self-fashioning accepted bodily pleasure and
viewed homosexual love as, perhaps, "even" superior to
that of heterosexual love. Yet Doylen aligns Wilde with
Foucault in that "Wilde practiced an ethics of self-invention premised on a notion of the self as a non-identical and
non-unitary social potential" (553). In effect, the social
constraints caused by his homosexuality, Doylen believes,
allow Wilde further "opportunities for self-invention"
(561).
Gilhooly, Mary. "The Image of Aestheticism: Burne-Jones's The
Golden Stairs." Journal of the William Morris Society (BurneJones Special Issue) 13 (Autumn 1998),55-63. Gilhooly
looks at Burne-Jones's The Golden Stairs as the "epitome of
the Aesthetic Movement" (55). The "wan and willowy"
women of this picture furnish a model for aesthetic feminine beauty (57). The poetic, mythological quality of the
painting expressed the movement of life toward art in
aestheticism. And the arrangement of women holding
musical instruments refers, for Gilhooly, to Waiter Pater's
idea that" All art constantly aspires to the condition of
music." Its muted color scheme, decorative mood, unnatural yet expressive anatomy, and worship of beauty all point
to the picture's aestheticism. Gilhooly notes that Pater's
description, in "Aesthetic Poetry," of "'people of a remote
and unaccustomed beauty, somnambulistic, frail ... the
light almost shining through them'" is applicable to the
women in the painting (60). She ends by stating that the
painting forms "the ultimate image of aestheticism" (62).
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Loesberg, Jonathan. "Cultural Studies, Victorian Studies, and
Formalism." Victorian LiteratLlre and CLlltllre (Special Issue
on Victorian Studies and Cultural Studies, ed. Carolyn
Williams) 27, ii (1999), 537-544. Loesberg espouses a
"return to a consideration of aesthetic form" in Victorian
studies (537). Such a return would allow for "genuine
interdisciplinarity" in that scholars from different disciplines would bring different " grounding questions, concerns and modes of analysis in the study of the same
subject matter" (537). He cautions against what he sees as
the imperialistic tendency in cultural studies on the part of
literary critics who read literary texts through disciplines
other than their own. He suggests that the limits of formalism would allow instead its boundaries to be analyzed
by scholars in other fields. And he believes that accepting
formalism, as redefined in Kant's and Foucault's terms,
would not only correct the current neglect of aesthetic
analysis of Victorian texts, but would also give cultural
studies a new perspective: cultural studies "would now
have to recognize its own formalist procedure" (544). He
concludes that with this new perspective, however, cultural studies would not have to "sacrifice any variety in
subject matter" -"The aestheticism of Pater and Wilde
never limited itself to art criticism after all. But it traded in
the alterity of aesthetic form and perspective for its own,
frequently expansive, ends" (544).
Losey, Jay. '''Demonic' Epiphanies: The Denial of Death in Larkin
and Heaney." In Moments of Moment: Aspects of tile Literary
Epiphany, ed. Wim Tigges (see "Books," above). Pp. 375400. Losey suggests a "typology of postmodern
epiphany," focusing on the "demonic" epiphanies associ ated with death (375). He connects such different poets as
Larkin and Heaney, who both ask, "What happens when
one dies?" (375). These poets "reconstitute" epiphany in
the face of "postmodern ontological uncertainty" through
their postmodern demonic versions of epiphany (376).
Losey first traces Romantic and modern epiphany, then
distinguishes modernism from postmodernism. He writes
that while using postmodernist themes like "absence,
26
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indeterminacy and ontological uncertainty," Larkin also
employs epiphany to "make death a presence in the living
moment" (386). Losey further writes that Heaney sees
death as haunted by the collective dead. And he "strives
to release the dead from their resting places through . .. a
series of epiphanic moments" (395). Although Losey
mentions the significance of Pater in the Romantic to
modern development of epiphany, he argues that the
postmodern epiphany signals a radical shift from its
modern predecessor.
Mansfield, Elizabeth. "Articulating Authority: Emilia Dilke's
Eady Essays and Reviews." Victorian Periodicals Review 31
(Spring 1998),75-86. Mansfield discusses the career of art
historian and critic Emilia Dilke, a woman who could
"assume a rhetoric of masculine authority, occasionally at
the expense of her male mentors" (75). This authority she
developed by finding a methodology for her "aesthetic
program" (76-77), and by finding strategies for overcoming
"conventions which militated against women intellectuals"
(77). She subverted rather than challenged norms through
the act of infiltration. She made herself an authority on the
French Renaissance through reviews and articles; through
these, she became familiar "with current aesthetic debates"
(78). She thus ultimately is able to deploy masculine,
rational authority against Ruskin's Lectures on Art, which
Dilke stigmatizes as emotional (hence feminine), upholding instead Pater's art for art's sake "doctrine" (82). However, in her review of Studies in the History of the Renaissance, Dilke castigates Pater also, for not using "'the true
scientific method,'" in an attempt to make his book truly
historical. Dilke champions the "masculine" scientific
method over Pater's feminine "sentimentality," "delicacy,"
and "charm" (84). Mansfield points out that Pater had
encroached upon Dilke's chosen field of authority. "Her
attempt to deflect this threat by rhetorically feminizing
Pater's language and method reveals her manipulation ...
of the link between authority and masculinity in Victorian
scholarship" (84).
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Moran, Maureen F. "Waiter Pater and the Esoteric Sensibility."
Cahiers Victoriel1s et EdoLlardiens, No. 49 (Avril 1999), 190131. This essay studies Oscar Wilde's linking Pater,
Winckelmann, and esoteric (Neoplatonic) philosophy in
the 1893 version of "The Portrait of Mr. W. H." by examining "neglected esoteric elements of Pater's work" (110).
Esotericism's abstractions seem to contradict Paterian
views on sensuality. Yet these esoteric elements, Moran
believes, allow Pater radical nonconformity within schoiarly realms as he uses esotericism to explore "the wisdom
of the unorthodox individual, the value of the (male) body,
the pleasure of aesthetic contemplation, and the nature of
the ideal modern consciousness" (110). Moran points out
that Pater's interest in the union of spirit and matter, in
mystery and the unorthodox, appears in his writings on
Coleridge, Wordsworth, Pico della Mirandola,
Winckelmann, and Leonardo, as well as in several of his
imaginary portraits. Moran further connects the linking of
aesthetic and moral beauty with esotericism. She concludes that "while remaining hostile to metaphysical
abstractions of Neoplatonism, Pater appropriates, remodels and reinterprets images, concepts and narratives from
the tradition of esoteric thought" (110), and she draws
parallels between some of Pater's concepts and discourse
and concepts and discourse in the Enneads of Plotinus and
in Neoplatonic writings of Thomas Taylor (1758-1835),
translator of Plato, Plo tin us, and Proc\us. (Although
Moran does not establish an external link between Pater
and Thomas Taylor, Billie Inman notes the possibility of
such a link, since Pater owned a set of De Quincey's Works
[Edinburgh 1860) that contains an essay on Thomas Taylor,
in Volume XII!.)
Myers, William. "Waiter Pater and the Higher Decadence." In his
The Presence of Persons: Essays on LiteratLlre, Sciellce, and
Philosophy in the Nineteenth Century. Aldershot/Brookfield,
VT ISingapore/Sydney: Ashgate, 1998. Pp. 63-69. Taking
it for granted that Pater was "decadent," Myers still connects him with "conservative and ultimately religious
philosophising" (63), associating him with Sir William
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Hamilton and John Henry Newman and finding him
"from first to last in radical opposition to the school of
Mill" (65). The idea of unity, harmony, structure-"specifically that form in nature or art can be systematically
related to form in thought and feeling"-strikes Myers as a
foundational connection on Pater's part with conservative
religious thought (66). He therefore compares Newman's
Loss al1d Gain with Marius on the basis of the protagonists'
affinity with "structure, the harmony of belief in a Christian household" (67). [It would be interesting to hear
Bullen and Myers debate Pater's attitudes toward
Hamilton and Mill.]
0stermark-Johansen, Lene. "The Matchless Beauty of Widowhood: Vittoria Colonna's Reputation in Nineteenth-Century England." Art History 22 (June 1999),270-294. This
essay considers the reasons for Vittoria Colonna's popularity in the nineteenth century, her popularity particularly as
Michelangelo's "one great love" (270). Colonna's loyalty
to her deceased husband and involvement with the Catholic Reform Movement appealed, 0stermark-Johansen
believes, to nineteenth-century stereotypes of ideal womanhood. Grimm's nineteenth-century biography of
Michelangelo further stressed Colonna's prominence in
Michelangelo's life. And, according to 0stermarkJohansen, this biography "shaped the early impression of
the artist for ... Pater" (275).
Prins, Yopie. "Greek Maenads, Victorian Spinsters." In Victorian
Sexual Dissidence, ed. Richard Dellamora (see "Books,"
above). Pp. 43-81. This essay studies the homoerotic
implications of Hellenism for Waiter Pater and other
writers, especially women. It associates these women with
classical studies at Cambridge and focuses particularly on
"Michael Field" and Jane Ellen Harrison. These women
reshaped Pater's Hellenism, "imagined Greece on their
own terms and within a female homosocial context" (46).
They found an alternative model in the Greek maenad.
They found alternative relations, as well, in aunts and
uncles, finding Pater to be not father but uncle "to a genFall 1999
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eration of wayward daughters" (47). Prins notes that in
Linton's diatribe against the "Odd Woman," the wild
woman increasingly resembles the savage, natural
maenad, a figure of female rebellion described best in
Euripides' Bacchae. Pater then proffers the maenad as a
strong subject for the artist, a subject embodying mobility,
force, freedom, and energy, thus confusing gender categories to support a "feminine" man. "Michael Field" develops this subject in her play Cnllirrhoe as the embodiment of
female eroticism. And Harrison's studies of Bacchus,
equally indebted to Pater's interest in style and the
"scholar's conscience," further promote the maenad as an
increasingly powerful figure: " ... her scholarly research
moves from an interest in maenads as women who experience ecstasy under the influence of Dionysus
... to the representation of the maenad as an actively
terrifying and transgressive figure during Dionysiac
worship, ... to a group of women who are actually responsible for projecting the god they worship" (67).
Reid, fan. "Reframing 'The Child in the House': Short Stories and
Neighboring Forms." In Creative and Critical Approaches to
the Short Story, ed. Noel Howard Kaylor, Jr. Lewiston, NY!
Queenston, Ontario! Lampeter, Dyfed, Wales: Edwin
Mellen Press, 1997. Pp. 315-328. Reid discusses the
narrative device of the frame, which allows both interpretation and perception. The "familial house" provides a
subjective frame, thus proving useful as an enclosure for
narratives of a child's developing consciousness. This
frame, however, is problematized by colonialism. To
explore the implications of this argument, Reid discusses
Malouf's "12 Edmondstone Street," Pater's "The Child in
the House," and Mansfield's "Prelude." He sees Pater's
story mainly through Malouf's; but he finds tha t, unlike
Malouf's story, "Pater's is not propelled by any journey
structure" (324). F1orian's journey is a mental "wandering" through "ideas and sensations drawn from an urbane
cultured past" (324).
Tigges, Wim. "The Significance of Trivial Things: Towards a
30
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Typology of Literary Epiphanies." In his Moments of
Moment: Aspects of the Literary Epiphany (see "Books,"
above). Pp. 11-35. Tigges constructs a "typology" of
particularly English literary epiphanies from Joyce back to
Sterne and Locke. In this typology, Wordsworth takes
pride of place followed by Blake, Shelley, Keats, Emerson,
Eliot, Pater, and Hopkins. Tigges notes Pater's aesthetic
moment, claiming that both Proust's Marcel and Joyce's
Step hen Dedalus attempt to put Pater's "maxims" in the
"Conclusion" to The Renaissance into practice. Yet the idea
that "all of life" is "one concatenation of epiphanies"
problematizes the epiphany (19). Tigges suggests that the
following three characteristics distinguish epiphany from
similar narrative features: "involuntary memory," "an
element of dejil vu," and "a sense of elation" (20). Also, he
surveys opinions of other critics who distinguish subjective from objective epiphanies, "proleptic" from "adelonic"
epiphanies, motifs from a continuum of epiphanies as
leitmotif (20-25). He further subdivides the epiphanic
"event" into "five sub-types": those "related to a place, ...
occasioned by the encounter with a person, ... triggered
off by an object, ... of a verbal perception, ... of the 'ultimate moment' [death]" (28-30). He finally focuses on the
"epiphanee" whose epiphany prepares life for (Paterian)
art.

Reviews
Cevasco, G. A. Oxford University's Old Mortality Society: A Study in
Victorian Romanticism, by Gerald Monsman (Lampeter,
Ceredigion, Wales: Edwin Mellen Press, 1998). In English
Literature in Transition, 1880-1920,42, iii (1999),351-353.
Cevasco notes the significance of this first book-length
study of the Oxford Old Mortality Society as "an opportunity to deal with the intellectual preoccupations of some of
Britain's influential thinkers [including Pater] in their
formative stages" (352). The book covers the Society's
history, rules, meetings, papers, amongst the most "celebrated" being Pater's "Diaphaneite." It also examines the
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influence of "Renaissance and Romantic notions of education" on Victorian thought (352).
Dean, Paul. "Postponing and Deferring," a Review of Tile Warden:
A Portrait of John Sparrow, by John Lowe. London: Harper
Collins, 1998. In The New Criterion 17 (March 1999),68-70.
Dean notes that this book comprehensively records the life
of John Sparrow-his privileged childhood as the eldest son
of a wealthy manufacturer, his brilliant record as a student
at New College, Oxford, his early legal career, which was
interrupted by World War II [in which he enlisted in the
infantry as a private and earned a commission], his homosexual relationships, his "world-famous" book collection
(68), his tenure of twenty-five years as Warden of All Souls
College, a position gained through political expediency. In
this position, Sparrow resisted reform and interest in social
responsibility, in favor of "intellectual freedom and institutional autonomy" (69). Dean admires Lowe's objectivity,
especially in dealing with Sparrow's election as Warden
and with his tendency to postpone scholarly research and
writing (in spite of considerable achievement). He concludes by lauding Sparrow's "colorful, wayward" personality which seems rare in our "monochromatic, conformist
world" (70).

_____ . "Realism, Representation, and the Arts in NineteenthCentury Literature, by Alison Byerly (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), and Rereading Waiter Pater,
by William F. Shuter (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press,1997). [n "Current Literature 1997" (Section 5:
"Victorians and Modems"), English Studies, 80 (Feb. 1999),
67-68,69-70. Dean notes that Byerly stresses "virtual
reality" in fiction, citing "Vanity Fair's puppets, Jane Eyre's
paintings, Mirah's singing and Herr Klesmer's ferocious
anti-Philistinism, and Hardy'S rustic rituals" (68). Dean
observes that Byerly sees aestheticism as "'a control
model'" (68). His discussion of Rereading Walfer Pater
applauds the book's "brief and punchy case for Pater's
being one of his own best critics" by noting Pater's later
essays which sympathize with Christianity and show a
32
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"yearning for stability of form" (69). Dean finds Shuter's
use of unpublished essays in the Houghton Library Collection of especial interest in this book.
Epstein, Joseph. "New Prose for Old," A Review Essay on The
New Oxford Book of Ellglish Prose, ed. John Gross. Oxford/
New York: Oxford University Press, 1998. In The New
Criterion 17 (April 1999), 65-70. Epstein notes how Gross
has "internationalized" the New Oxford Book of English
Prose, "including not only many Americans but also East
Indians, Africans, Australians, a few Caribbeans, and one
Russian" (65). Also, Epstein finds that the new book is
more "weighty" than its predecessor in terms of pounds:
"Pity, for the book, solid but never stolid, is, in the best
sense, light in spirit and buoyant in content" (66). Epstein
admires Gross's tact, breadth and knowledge, noting that
this anthology "contains nearly every category of prose"
(66). The guiding principle regarding inclusion in the book
seems to Epstein to be style, which justifies his describing
this anthology as "a compendium, a vade mecum, and
finally a history of more than six hundred years of English
prose style" (70).
Gladden, Samuel Lyndon. Secret Selves: Confession and Same-Sex
Desire in Victorian Autobiography, by Oliver S. Buckton
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998). [n
SOllth Central f{eview 16 (Spring 1999),96-98. Gladden
explains that this book discusses homosexuality and
secrecy in autobiographical writings of Newman,
Symonds, Wilde, Carpenter, and Forster. Only through
secrecy does homosexuality emerge as a subject, as it is
often implied in attacks on an/other's perversions, for
example, on Kingsley's dishonesty, and on Bosie's selfindulgence.
Losey, Jay. The Invention of Love, by Tom Stoppard (London: Faber,
1997; New York: Grove Press, 1998). [n NewsStead 15 (Fall
1999),28. Losey suggests that Stoppard's controlling idea
in this play is stated by Pater, a character in the play: " ...
the book of knowledge is not to be learned by rote but is to
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be written anew in the ecstasy of living each moment for
the moment's sake" (19). He states that the play deals
with "contemporary issues involving same-sex freedom
and self-imposed restraints on such freedom " (28).
Housman imposes restraint on his love for Moses Jackson,
unlike Pater and Wilde, other figures in the play, who
'''liv[el each moment for the moment's sake'" (19). Losey
affirms the "precision of Stoppard's reading of Ruskin,
Pater, and Wilde" yet finds flawed Stoppard's "critical
view of Housman," since both Wilde and Pater paid a
price for their homosexuality. "Still, Stoppard's play is
subversive in the sense that a recluse such as Housman
could imaginatively enact the 'love that dare not spea k its
name' in his poetry" (28).
Maxwell, Catherine. Realism, RepresentatiOll, and the Arts in Nineteenth-Century Literature, by Alison Byerly (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997). In The Review of English Studies, n. s. 50 (May 1999),256-257. Maxwell finds
Byerly's historicizing levels of reality in literature occasionally simplistic, as when Byerly views the picturesque as
negative and song as naturalistic, or when she overlooks
Hardy's aestheticism. Yet Maxwell admires the book's
interesting thesis, which suggests that "by representing the
various arts in detached moments of framed interludes,
the novelist draws ... our attention away from the fictive
nature of his or her own enterprise which is then made to
seem less artificial and more plausible" (256). Maxwell
believes that Byerly works out this thesis well in the
"novelists she selects": Thackeray, C. Bronte, Eliot, and
Hardy. She does not evaluate the "brief consideration of
the Aesthetic novel as practised by Pater and Wilde" (257).
O'Gorman, Francis. The Pre-Raphaelite Body: Fear and Desire in
Painting, Poetry, and Criticism, by]. B. Bullen (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1998). In The Review of English Studies, n.
s. 50 (August 1999),404-406. O'Gorman writes that
Bullen's study of the attacks on Pre-Raphaelitism reveals
the age's anxieties over Catholicism, female sexuality,
"effeminacy, androgyny, and physical and moral degen34
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eracy" (405). O'Gorman questions the book's privileging
of Freudian psychoanalysis and its locating anxieties in the
general culture rather than in the "relatively complex ...
ideological structures of a fairly specific social group [of
London-based reactions to Pre-Raphaelitism in journals
and periodicals] and/or the values they thought acceptable to their readership" (405). Yet O'Gorman approves the
book as an "illuminating study ... which throws light on
cultural history, sexual mores, the formation of discourses
of the aesthetic, and purchase of culturally constructed
gender roles on the reception of avant-garde Victorian
painting and poetry" (405).
Salvesen, Britt. Realism, Representation, and the Arts in NineteenthCentury Literatllre, by Alison Byerly (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). In Victorian Periodicals
Review 32 (Summer 1999),189-191. According to Saivesen,
this book clearly both defines realism in the Victorian
novel and establishes its boundaries. Salvesen accepts
Byerly's point that the use of art does not contradict novelists' interest in everyday life, since art was increasingly
entering middle-class experience. Further Salvesen believes that authors' "establishment of ordinariness is itself
an act of artistry" (190). Salvesen admires the book's
assertion of art's importance to Victorian life, for its aesthetic experience and for its ability to help Victorians make
"sense of life" (191).
Sparshott, Francis. The Practice of Reading, by Denis Donoghue
(New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1998). In
Philosophy and Literature 23 (April 1999), 223-226. Sparshott
deplores Donoghue's overly-academic approach in this
book, his interest in objections to theories that overwhelm
a text. Sparshott considers Donoghue's corrective interest
in "close reading" as being "a cure for self-inflicted
wounds ... He is hard on bad theories because they
threaten his teaching" (224). Sparshott further thinks
Donoghue's interesting chapter on Pater misplaced in the
text, since, as it does not delineate "actual" reading, it
belongs in the book's section on theories. But Sparshott
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ends by advising us to "Read it lDonoghue's book] anyway" (226).

Dissertations
Agnew, Lois Peters. "The Art of Common Sense: Victorian Aestheticism and the Rhetorical Tradition." PhD., Texas
Christian University, 1999. OAI 60 (November 1999), p.
1535-A. By "situating the aesthetic movement within the
British rhetorical tradition," Agnew "demonstrates the
strong relationship that existed among British rhetoriC,
literature, and the fine arts throughout the nineteenth
century." She bases her study on speeches and writings of
Thomas Carlyle, Jolm Ruskin, William Morris, E. S. Dallas,
Matthew Arnold, Waiter Pater, Vernon Lee, and Oscar
Wilde. She finds expressions of aesthetic ideas to be
unified, not by a sense of common purpose, but by concern
about "the relationship among individual expression,
artistic production and criticism, and society." [BAI]
Tacium, David Edward. "La Oandysme et la crise de /'identit.i masculine ii la fin du XIXe siecle: Huysmans, Pater, Oossi." PhD.,
University of Montreal, 1998. OAI 60 (August 1999),41718-A. This dissertation discusses dandyism as a response
to fragmentation, to science, to "modern times." Tacium
sees the dandy as a modern figure who valorizes the
individual. Using Marxist and Freudian conceptions of
fetishism, he tries to show how dandyism reveals the
fetishistic character of masculinity. He claims that Pater's
hero exhibits dandyism to the extent that he appropriates
"feminine" discourse in order to redefine the Victorian
male. This dissertation asserts the dandy's importance in
history as a means to construct masculinity: "Son identite
masculine est fond€e sur la castration de son moi" (418).
Watson, Sarah Cheney. "Servant of Beauty: Willa Cather and the
Aesthetic Movement." Ed.D., Texas A & M UniversityCommerce,1999. In this dissertation, Watson traces the
development of Cather's thinking in regard to art for art's
36
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sake, or, as she expresses it, the idea "that art should be
loved and enjoyed for its own sake and only for the sake of
beauty." Watson finds Pater to have been a "particular
mentor" for Cather, and she discusses how Cather deals
with Pater's ideas on art for art's sake in The Troll Garden,
The Professor's HOllse, and Death COllies for the Archbishop.
The dissertation includes a chapter in which Watson
presents a plan for teaching the Aesthetic Movement and
its relation to Cather, with readings from Pater and Wilde,
as well as ,Cather. [The abstract of this dissertation has not
yet appeared in OAf; publication data will be given in the
next issue of the newsletter. BAI)

M.A. Thesis
Todd, Lauren Leigh. "Chasing the Metaphysical Referent in
Victorian Aesthetics: (Re)constructing History,
(De)Constructing the Self" (Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin,
Matthew Arnold, Waiter Pater). M.A., Michigan State
University, 1998. This thesis studies the ways in which
new concepts of the self as "multiple or fragmented"
problematizes the "relationship between the construction
of selfhood" and "the construction of history" (87). Todd
finds Carlyle's Sartor Resartus in this regard as pivotal in
accepting "the inherent multiplicity of historical versus
ahistorical selfhood in the Victorian convention of reading." She then notes Carlyle's effect on successors, especially Ruskin, Arnold, and P~ter.
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Paterian Matters
Your Pater colleagues would like to know more about you and your
organization, and Tile Pater Newslelfer will help get the word out by
publishing your news.
Here are matters we'd like to know about:
• awards (including scholarships, fellowships, and other recognition)
• promotions
• current projects
• conferences, previously-held and upcoming (including name,
date, sponsor, and location of meeting; name, address, telephone,
fax, e-mail address of contacts; program theme and names of
sessions)
• conference presentations
• recent publications
Do you wish to write for Tile Paler Newsleller? Send us your ideas
for book reviews, responses to "Counterpoise," notes, meeting coverage, and any other appropriate material.
How can we improve The Paler News/efler? Let us know your
thoughts on its content and appearance.
Mail all news and suggestions to:
Jay Losey
Department of English
P.O. Box 97404
Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76798-7404 USA
email: Jay_Losey@baylor.edu
fax: 254-710-3894
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